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Structure

•Determining if a hive is queenright (TF)

•Setting up a colony to best receive a new queen

•Handling and caging queens

•Queens and mini nucs

•Other factors

•Trouble shooting - Why do things go wrong?



 Pure race/no hybridisation

 The drones she has mated with

 Size

 Age

 Disease free (chalkbrood, nosema)

 Temperament

 Colony size

 Vigour/nectar gathering
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What makes a good queen?
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1. Determining if a 

hive is queenright (TF)
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Determining if a hive is Queenright

What makes you think a colony has lost its 

queen in the first place? 

•Observational clues

-Temper

-Pollen

-Brood pattern

-Queen  cells

Key fact – a colony can be broodless for 6 weeks or more 

and still have a queen present. It could be a virgin queen, a 

scrub queen or a diseased or damaged queen unable to lay.
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Misconceptions regarding queenright status

•My hive swarmed so now it has no queen?

•My hive has no brood in it

•The queen cell did not hatch

•The virgin queen must have been eaten by a bird

•A Supersedure must have gone wrong

•I looked through it 4 times and there is no queen in it

•My mentor looked through it 4 times and he says it is 

definitely queenless!

•I have been keeping bees for 40 years and I know when a 

hive is queenless

So how do I actually determine in an evidence based way 

if my colony is genuinely queenless?



Test Frame

•Test frame must have eggs 

and/or small larvae

•A queenless colony will make 

queen cells on the test frame, a 

queenright colony wont.



 If the colony is queenless, it will start 

to make queen cells almost 

immediately. They will be obvious after 

two days.

 If the colony has a queen of some sort 

present, they will feed the larvae and 

the brood frame will develop as a 

normal brood frame - without queen 

cells

 Don’t ignore what the test frame is 

telling you
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2. Setting up a colony to 
best receive a new queen
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 Make sure the colony is queenless

 Introduce queen to a nuc rather than a full colony

 Make sure there are no queen cells present

 Make sure there are no eggs or larvae which they can 

use to start queen cells

 Make sure the colony has young bees rather than older 

foragers

 Avoid trying to requeen laying worker colonies

 Build up the nuc with the newly introduced queen over a 

few weeks by adding brood, then combine with the 

colony you want to re-queen after you have removed its 

queen
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Laying workers



Supersedure

•Supersedure rarely happens the 

way it is taught in the beekeeping 

books

•The old queen often disappears 

shortly after the daughter queen 

has emerged before she has mated

•Confusing if you are looking for a 

marked queen



 Don’t rush the introduction

 Queen released after 2 or 3 days is 

perfect

 A colony can be requeened by 

combining with a queenright nuc via 

newspaper

 Mini nucs can also be combined in this 

way
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 3. Handling and caging 

queens
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Photos K. 

Pierce
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Marking and clipping queens
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•Virgin queens can be 

marked as they emerge in 

roller cages in the incubator

•Never an easier opportunity 

to mark

•Makes no difference to 

success rate and speeds up 

finding queen later.



Mark virgin queens when they emerge in the incubator





Preparing the introduction cage



Types of 
introduction cage



Push in cage
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Receiving a queen in the post

 The queen will arrive in an introduction cage of which 

there are several variants. The cage will be closed by a 

plastic tab or by tape.

 There is no need to remove the attendants although 

many sources will argue that this is critical. 

 Don’t spray the cage with water when you receive it as 

the bees and queen will die if they get wet & sticky. A 

single drop of water placed on top of the cage is more 

than enough.

 Don’t leave the cage somewhere hot where the fondant 

is likely to melt. Room temperature is ideal.
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Queen 
Cages



Queens and mini 
nucs
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Filling Apideas

-use young bees. Take from the supers or 

shake from a frame with open brood.

-measure out the correct amount of bees. 

Don’t overfill or skimp on the bees.

-filter out drones if the origin of the bees is 

uncertain.

-can use part drawn comb. 1 full frame, 1 half 

frame, 1 undrawn frame

-fill in one apiary and then move to another to 

avoid loss through drifting back to hive of 

origin



Virgin queen
introduction to 
Apidea

 Virgin is put in first and a 

scoop of wet bees is 

dropped on top. leave 

closed for 2 days then 

open at mating site

 The virgin can be pre-

marked



 Once you have removed a mated queen from an 

Apidea you can introduce a ripe queen cell right away

 If you remove a mated queen and do not introduce a 

cell right away the bees will make a couple of queen 

cells. These need to be removed before introducing a 

new queen
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Old queen in 5th season



5. Trouble shooting -

Why do things go 

wrong?



Why do things go 
wrong?

 Queen already present

 Queen released too quickly by bees

 Beekeeper lets queen out of cage too early

 Queen cells present in the colony

 Beekeeper searches for new queen too quickly after 

introduction and the colony kills her

 May be more difficult to re-queen a different 

subspecies or Buckfast

 Beekeeper takes shortcuts
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That’s all folks!

Jonathan Getty: native-queen-bees.com


